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This proposal stems from my PhD thesis on the co-occurrence of modal markers in a Latin                 

corpus, with a focus on the syntactic structures or linguistic items with which they interact.               1 2

An example of co-occurrence found in a sentence such as ‘You can say that, but you have                 
to prove it’, where the modal markers of possibility ‘can’ and necessity ‘have to’ are linked                
by the disjunction ‘but’. 
I propose a quantitative and structural analysis of this phenomenon by means of network              
analysis techniques. Despite the applications in humanities and specifically in linguistics,           3

few models have been designed in order to study targeted linguistic elements in             
co-occurrence, and classical languages have received even less attention.  
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I will use syntactically annotated Latin data and predefined list of markers. The networks              5

will be designed by defining the lemmas of the markers as nodes. The adjacency matrix               
will be based on the presence of a link between two markers – that is, when they share the                   
same syntactic context. A quantitative study of the syntactic structures occurring in the             
corpus regardless of the presence of modal markers, in order to measure their interplay,              
will complement the network analysis.  

6

An advantage of this method is that data can be sampled according to historical or genre                
criteria: this allows an analysis on both the horizontal and vertical axis. 
 
The final goal of this proposal is to show how such intersections between computational              
methods and theoretical linguistic matters would provide a new insight on both disciplines:             

1     Such as coordinating or subordinating conjunctions and adverbs. 
2  For  modality in Latin, see Bolkestein (1980), Fruyt and Moussy (2002) for the main 

contributions. For  the co-occurrence of modal markers see Narrog (2009). For the interactions 
between modal markers and syntactic structures see Rossari (forthcoming). Data and codes 
will be made available as open data.  

3  See Elson, Dames and Mckeown (2010) and Sudhahar et al. (2015) among others for social 
network analysis applied to literature works; Rochat et Triclot (2017) for co-occurrence of 
characters in science-fiction works; Mehler (2008) for corpus linguistics studies. 

4  See Passarotti (2014) for a first network analysis on a Latin corpus, Marley (2018) for a 
general overview of network analysis on linguistic corpora. 

5 The list of markers and part of the texts will be provided by WoPoss. 
6  Examples of syntactic structures of relevance for the co-occurrence of modal markers are X 

sed Y; non solum X, sed etiam Y among others. 



 

I expect the network analysis approach to highlight specific interactions between modal            
markers that will  be analyzed in greater depth  through a qualitative approach. 
The corpus and results of the analysis will be made available in open access, in               
compliance with the open access values promoted by the SNSF. 
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